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  To start the Chat there are photos of three „appropriate‰ Âplanes for the 14th of this month – 
a rather symbolic format too if you understand the way my mind works! 



Get it? February 14th is ValentineÊs Day and these pictures are Two H(e)arts linked by an Arrow!

Last Meeting 

As always the Annual Quiz and Photographic Competition were highly enjoyable and a big 
thanks to Nigel for his arrangements and question setting.  

This yearÊs winner of the Prior Memorial Trophy is Phil Kemp with a score of 331/2 out of 70. 
Well done indeed in what was a very challenging set of questions. Andy Goldsmith was runner 
up with 271/2 and my goodself third with 24 points.

The photo competition saw a record 71 entries and in addition to the usual awards for Best 
Flying Shot and Best Ground Shot and Best Overall Shot there was a new trophy donated by 
Andy Goldsmith for the best Stansted Shot which, thanks to NigelÊs suggestion, has been 
named the John Tietjen Memorial Trophy. As most branch members will know John was a 
stalwart of the branch for 15 or so years and who sadly passed away just under 3 years ago.  I 
have contacted JohnÊs widow, Christine, to let her know how the branch is remembering JohnÊs
contribution to the branch and also sent her a copy of the winning photograph which I hope 
will be an annual practice. 

The winners are:
Best Overall – Tony Lovelock: F15D of the Israeli Air Force which is the cover shot this month
Best Flying – Tony Lovelock: F15D of the Israeli Air Force
  Runner Up – Michael Hibbins: Boeing 747 and Red Arrows
  Third place – Peter Nelson: F-5 
Best Ground – Michael Hibbins: night shot of a C47 
  Runner Up – Peter Nelson: night shot of a  C141
  Third place – Marius Gavra: BAE Typhoons
Best Stansted – Tony Lovelock; Aurigny ATR 72



Ground Shot – Winner.  Michael Hibbins superb shot of a C47 taken at Duxford on 3rd June

Ground Shot – Runner-up.  C141 Starlifter taken by Peter Nelson at Scott AFB on 8th July



Ground Shot – 3rd Place.  Line of BAe Typhoons taken by Marius Gavra at Coningsby 18th September

Air Shot – Runner-Up. British Airways Boeing 747-400 in retro colours
 formatting with the Red Arrows, taken by Michael Hibbins at Fairford on 20th July



Air Shot – 3rd Place. USAF Northrop F-5 in Aggressor scheme 
taken by Peter Nelson at Fallon AFB on 1st October

The 1st Ever Winner of the John Tietjen Memorial Cup 
ATR-72 of Aurigny Airlines on short finals taken by Tony Lovelock on 23rd May

A big „Well Done‰ to everyone who entered the Photo Comp this year that surely saw 
standards reach their highest levels ever. 



Branch News

A most commendable achievement for the branch in January was the Branch website receiving 
its 100,000th hit. A massive thanks to Michael Jones as webmaster.

Not strictly Branch News but Andy Goldsmith has had brought to his attention via another 
group that anyoneÊs car insurance may well be invalid whilst the vehicle is on an airfield – by 
this I understand to be on any part of the airfield owned by the airfield operator including its 
own designated car parking areas. I am sure we all know that airfield car parks operated by 3rd 
parties such as NCP already have disclaimer notices displayed within those car parks. You may 
wish to read the „fine print‰ of your car insurance policies about cover for damage in any 
privately operated car park (such as my AudiÊs recent „Tesco scar‰), or if you have any concerns
about liability for repair to damage incurred on an airfield whether from a 737 landing on the 
bonnet or a piece of rubbish blown into a door panel by a taxying Cessna 172. Please do not 
contact Andy of myself for advice!

STN Scene

One of Andy GoldsmithÊs superb shots - Global 6000 VT-SNT departing on 4th January

Not too many positive news snippets for the start of the new decade but IÊll start on the plus 
side with reports that AnadoluJet plan to launch a daily service to STN from the new Istanbul 
Sabiha Gokcen airport from 29MAR20 using Boeing 737-800. 



Also I have read rumours that El Al may transfer their LTN flights back to STN – good luck 
with the road traffic if you are travelling around the same time as their flights, and also landside
and airside at STN itself. It was bad even arriving at STN on El Al as I did once from Tel Aviv – 
every passenger on the 757 had to deplane down steps and cross the tarmac in single file 
through a human corridor of UK (and most likely Israeli) plain clothes secret service guys plus 
uniformed Border UK Security, and then enter the terminal still in single file and climb the 
stairs to the arrivals floor and, eventually, very thorough immigration procedures. All this after 
having passed through the usual incredibly invasive and lengthy security checks at Tel Aviv.

But.................

Wideroe has moved its KRS route from STN to SEN, and whilst my comment in last monthÊs 
Chat about Atlas Global resuming services to STN was factual it was all rather short-lived as 
services have been suspended again, reportedly until early April but who really knows? Would 
you pay over your hard earned cash to book a flight with them? 

Bad news for the Ryanair family of airlines, Boeing's troubled 737 Max has run into a new glitch.
During a recent technical review involving the Max, Boeing observed an issue with the plane's 
flight computers, according to a source familiar with the matter. The source said the issue is not
related to the software revisions Boeing made to address the cause of the two fatal crashes. 
The Max has been grounded since March following the second of those crashes and US 
regulatory approval – let alone EASAÊs OK – is not expected until July at the earliest.

On 3rd February Ryanair announced its 3Q 19 results – a profit of Euro 88 million compared to
a loss of Euro 66 million in the same period the previous year.  Michael OÊLeary commented 
that the continued delay to the groupÊs Boeing 737 Max planes "is particularly galling given the 
groupÊs environmental goals". He probably meant „the groupÊs bottom line‰.

Good News for Some – but probably not so for any readers of Chat. In an extraordinary 
planning committee meeting at Uttlesford District Council (UDC) on 24th January, seven hours 
of debate ended in a shock decision by councillors to ignore the recommendation of its own 
working party to approve the plans by actually rejecting the expansion plans. The expansion 
had included two new taxiway links to runways and nine new hangars, and expanding the 
number of flights STN can handle from 227,000 up to 274,000 - a maximum of 43million 
passengers every year. The debate about the expansion has raged since the application was 
submitted almost two years ago - culminating in more than 500 pages of reports and 200 
letters from the public.



A few more photos by Andy Goldsmith all taken on 19th January

Mauritania Airlines Boeing 737-88V 5T-CLE

The first ever visit of an Airbus A330-900, Air SenegalÊs 6V-ANB



Yet another of the Ryanair fleet re-registered to Malta Air, Boeing 737-8AS 9H-QBZ

A regular in UK airspace, D-CKJM a Cessna 560XL of Air Hamburg



What, When or Where??? 

So what is this? Clue - another „appropriate‰ photograph!  Answer next month.

The answer to last monthÊs question, which I am sure everyone knew: On 5 June 1983, space 
shuttle Enterprise touched down at Stansted

Aviation Anagrams

So what is this aircraft anagram? FOOTIE HUNGER TROPHY
Clue – An Asian name for this multi-national aircraft

And what is this airline anagram = OUTDO ANIMAL
Clue – Maybe using a McLaren or Ferrari at one time

Last monthÊs anagram OBSCURE REGISTRATION was Boeing Stratocruiser

Next Meeting

Tuesday 3rd March, St JohnÊs Church Hall at 20:15 hrs.

As I always say at this time of year, our next meeting is arguably the most important meeting of
the year.

Air-Britain Stansted Branch Annual General Meeting for 2019

This is YOUR opportunity to have YOUR say in how the branch has been run over the past 12 
months and, more importantly, how YOU feel the branch and the meeting programme should 
be organised in 2020. I know I speak on behalf of both of my Committee colleagues, Richard 
and Alan, in saying we would welcome constructive and practical ideas on the way forward for 
our branch.  The branch is for the benefit of its members without whom it would die, so please
try to be at the AGM and make your contribution towards its future well being and, hopefully, 
growth.



Trivia:  Exactly 60 years prior to our AGM, the 3rd March 1960, saw the longest nonstop flight 
ever made (at that time) by a Royal Air Force aircraft when Vickers „Valiant‰ B.Mk.1 (XD858) 
piloted by Squadron Leader J. H. Garstin flew around the British Isles for a total distance of 
8,500 miles aided by two in-flight refuellings.



Fourteen years later on 3rd March 1974 saw the then world's worst air disaster when a 
Douglas DC-10-10 of Turkish Airlines lost an aft cargo door after taking off from Paris en route
to London, resulting in a complete loss of control. The aircraft crashed, killing 346 passengers 
and crew. This was the second time a cargo bay door had been lost from a DC-10 and a latch 
modification became mandatory.

And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............

Tower: "...and for your information, you were slightly to the left of the centreline on that 
approach."
Speedbird: "That's correct; and, my First Officer was slightly to the right"

As always, thanks to Michael Jones for his help and editing of this Chat including some
illustrations, plus thanks again to Andy Goldsmith for some of the photographs I have used.

Brian Richards
Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


